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About This Content

The Cat Lady Album (Music From The Video Game) DLC is an MP3 format compilation of the powerful vocal tracks in The
Cat Lady performed by Warmer, 5iah and Tears of Mars.

01. Space Cowboy Blues (03:56) Debut trailer
02. The Noises She Make In Their Bed (05:48) Main menu

03. Inside (03:31)  Susan's arm
04. Storytelling * (03:20) Susan's past

05. Don't You Worry Love (03:49) Doctor X stabs Susan
06. In My Head It's Like Hell (04:03) Susan's breakdown

07. The Will (05:13) The van
08. Two Stone Rings * (02:46) Cat rescue

09. Good Lord Knows That I'm Greedy (05:04) Mitzi
10. What's The Whole World (04:07) Susan underwater

11. Forever ** (03:32) End credits
12. Sojourn *** (04:55) Release trailer

Every purchase of the Album DLC supports the artists and their valuable talents, thank you!

All tracks performed by Warmer except * performed by Michal Michalski ** performed by 5iah *** performed by Tears of
Mars
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This is a pretty fun, super basic jrpg kind of game. Half the fun is the absolutely ATROCIOUS translation. I mean its really bad,
but in a hilarious way and its not quite bad enough that you dont know whats going on.. Surgeon Simulator VR: Meet The Medic
is a free VR game that is a demo for Surgeon Simulator game. It worked on Win 10, looked ok, played ok, sounded ok. You
need to look for a gameplay video to figure out what to do to win in game.

Try it and complete it.

For more info:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZBLMHJO6s4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r93aWerThs8

https://uploadvr.com/surgeon-simulator-vr-review/

https://vrgamecritic.com/game/surgeon-simulator-vr-meet-the-medic. Surprisingly good. Played much more than I thought, and
easy to play in short bursts.. very very very short compared to the first game, im very dissappointed this one was far to easy to
solve and didnt make much sense im glad i bought it on sell. Right now having played through a bunch of skirmishes with both
Imperium and Chaos forces I can say this is a very limited game with much work to be done upon it.

Now, I am not saying I didn't thoroughly enjoy this game, because as a long time fan of Warhammer 40k and owner of several
armies over the last 20+ years, Titans have always been my top most favorite thing in this dark universe, and to see them
stomping around animated is sweet! The models are beautiful, the scale is really good and the sound effects are pretty good too.

However, some constructive criticism I have is:

*The Weapon firing and impact effects could be a lot better, it's too idk, cartoony and lame. Make it more gritty and realistic,
the Volcano cannons imo should be a more solid beam of energy that leaves after effects on your eyes, the Vulcan Mega-bolter
should be a sustained rain of shells not little pop pop pop single shots. The Turbo lasers were about right but change the sound
effects from gun fire to more of a laser blaster sound, something electrically whinny and pow pow pow.

*While moving and shooting stop every shot hitting the ground, that's silly. Miss the target by all means but they wouldnt walk
shooting the ground unless they are wiping out swaths of troops on the ground. Esp when their target is the same height or
higher than them, have them aim properly.

*Add more battle chatter and princeps talking. Add warhorns and give the titan more vocabulary.

Somethings I'd love to see added.

*More weaponry options like: Chain Fist, Melta Cannon, Gattling Blaster, Conversion Beamer etc.
*More Titans, The Imperator Class for example. Different patturns too like Lucius Pattern Titans.
*More Races! The Tyranids have bio titans, the Eldar have Titans, the Orks have Gargants and even the Tau have battlesuits you
can class as titans, Plus this gives you license to create some new never before seen types.
*More mission variety, not just capture points and kill all Titans, have take and hold objectives, Assassination objectives, fire
support missions etc
*More stuff going on, add more units other than titans, whether NPC or directly controllable add infantry and tanks and aircraft
maybe, with stuff that can shoot at the titans too and be minor threats, such as heavy tanks able to knock shields down, super
heavy tanks like the shadow sword able to kill a titan with it's volcano cannon etc...
*More destroyable terrain, make more buildings and more urban areas to fight in where you HAVE to charge or shoot through
wrecked buildings to make a path to navigate the map etc.

Over all 7/10 I like it a lot but it feels like its got a LONG way to go to be a truly epic game. Please keep working on it! you
have such a great platform and concept here! very impressive so far.
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At first gaze this game looked like a hacking game.
I was like: "yeees finally a new hacking game which looks interesting"

In the tags I noticed: "puzzle"

Well, this game turned out to be one hell of a puzzle.
I just finished the first episode but seriously:
This game has some tricky puzzles you wont be able to solve so quick.

Thats what this game makes worth playing it.
The puzzles and the story are in my opinion very nice.

If you are a fan of puzzles, you definitely need to play Mu Complex ^^. So, for Serious Sam 2, I have to give this game a slightly
above average rating.

It's definately a very fun game, also incredibly intense at times, however, it's annoying with some of the enemies, like witches
scattered in the air throwing purple paint balls at you. But it has a nice arcade shoot em' up feel to it. However, they sometimes
throw way too many enemies at you, without a break. It's really annoying to deal with 100 enemies with only 50 HP left, and
after killing them off (but dying twice) then finding a nice lil' keyboard, jumping on it for fun, then 2 enemies to jump from
behind me and kill me with my last life. Now, it does get boring with a overuse of the same enemies being thrown at you, the
envirornments in this game are well varied. A lot a very nicely done in fact, really impressed with some of them. However, the
cutscenes feel rushed, with very little acting skills in it, like they weren't even trying. Finally, the weapons. Besides the gun that's
ripping off the Halo plasma pistol, the weapons are pretty great, I love the Sniper Rifle and Plasma Rifle, the dual pistols are
great for picking off enemies at a distance, while the roceket launcher is good to deal with large enemies, or do all out carnage
and blow everything up. I would have to give this game a solid 6/10. It's pretty decent, worth giving it a try.. The first game was
great! But this one, sucks. It is nothing like the original. It is a bunch of annoying mini games, and the worst system of
unlocking. The mini games are REQUIRED to progress, and normally that wouldn't be a problem, but the games are boring, and
not fun. Everything gets old fast. The thing that makes Job Simulator so fun is the replay value. I sometimes comeback and play
for fun because of all the cool things you can do even after beating the game. But this game, is empty, the jokes are gone, and I
never want to play it again. The worlds are empty and barren. The story is garbage, speaking of which, WHY IS THERE A
STORY IN THIS GAME? It doesn't need it, the first game didn't. Why can't it just be a sandbox with goals that you can do if
you want, LIKE THE FIRST ONE. Don't buy it, not worth $30 for AT ALL.. The movement system is quite annoying.

* Instead of properly jumping, your character sort of teleports into the air and then falls down like a sack of rice (which looks
quite jarring).

* Wallrunning culminates in an immediate airdash away from the wall and if you miss the top of the wall by a single pixel... You
faceplant into the ground far away from the wall.

* You can pass through enemies and they don't flinch away from you so if you start attacking too close to an enemy, you will go
through them easily and fail your attack.

Crafting is somewhat atrocious (and EVERY BUTTON is "Buy" when in a shop) because you can buy recipes and components
but none of them are labeled and you can't be entirely sure about what exactly you're buying until you have bought it and tried
combining it. Results may vary.

It's an alpha, of course, but the systems seem malicious rather than undeveloped.. I managed to get to the Wrath, who is 3rd
Champion.

The game is good, pretty well comparable to Tower of Guns (much more than other rogue-likes).

The good - The amount of cheese strategies is great in every level. Which is good as i suck at dodging. The weapon altering is
also a nifty feature. Controls are responsive, falling out of the world is not very bad and the selection of upgrades is good as
well.
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The bad - The first boss is easy with a high damage laser rifle. The second boss is very boring as she has only one attack and lots
of health. The third boss...i was not doing much of damage with 3 different damage upgrades. And there are 4 more bosses after
that. Forget all other options, focus on damage and dodging, every other upgrade is meaningless. Also, Free Lunch doesnt work,
so try other HP upgrades.
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